
earth day 

 the knell  

of cherry blossoms 

 

This poem came alive where it began in March of 2012 at the desk where I sometimes 
write.  It was an accretion of sounds, feeling, imagination, random waves, memory, and 
thoughts from extensive readings in poetry, ecology, permaculture, and ecopoetics, that 
would, en masse, take almost a full year to resolve.   

Those sounds are chiefly two: that distinct sound of warmer air newly mixing with the 
deaf, cold winter air arriving through bird calls which grow increasingly clearer, nearer as 
Spring [sic] is icumen in; and the sounds of bells — of the smallish, more intimate- 
sounding porcelain bells clustered like grapes in a tower; of metal bells, like brass,  
ringing ever outward — Spring's own periodic table.  

There was also a very fine color photograph that has stayed with me of a cherry tree 
overcrowded with flowers and young green pinnate leaves, and taken near  the top of the 
tree and from beneath it as if the camera stood up in a treehouse among the boughs. In 
another sense, this was the avant-garde Imagist poet H. D.'s poem, "The Flowering of the 
Rod", the movement of life through the phloem of the tree; and a referential nod to 
British author Jeanette Winterson’s 1989 novel, Sexing the Cherry. 

The last waves to break toward the final poem rushed at me, riptide-like: the object-
oriented philosopher and English literature scholar Timothy Morton’s idea that nature as 
we generally think of it no longer exists, so ecology is a dark ecology; the words of the 
Pacific Northwest painter, Morris Graves, "we are the stuff we're walking through."; the 
inseparable double helix spiral inherent to indra's net, the title of a 2003 book of  selected 
poems by yours truly to do with the Sanskrit Avatamsaka Sutra, “which constructs the 
cosmos as a multi-dimensional array of interrelationships that simultaneously and 
repeatedly reflect each other and the whole as jewels embedded within each node of the 
net."; poet Paul Celan's speech-grille of language, of poetry; the Anthropocene, the epoch 
in which we now live marked by a singular and unique break from the past, in which our 
species’s cumulative actions on this biosphere we name earth has engendered colossal 
interference in the sum integrity or wholeness of the planet and all organic and inorganic 
jewels that exist in a dynamic interconnectedness of being; and scientist Rachel Carson 
sounding the alarm in her 1962 classic book, Silent Spring. This document was the 
second death knell, after the nuclear horrors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, followed 
recently by the third and fourth knells called Chernobyl, and Fukushima, both nuclear 
plant partial meltdowns. I wondered how Earth Day 1970 in which I participated, and 
ensuing earth day celebrations of being alive and dying figured into all this.  

In a final sitting of an hour or so, there were still many revisions and circuitous, broken 
off thoughts pacing the top of my desk before the poem snapped into this dimension. 
 
 
– Donna Fleischer 


